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HÅFA ADAI PLEDGE SIGNING

LIVING THE HÅFA ADAI PLEDGE

Hafa Adai Spirit resonates from one
team member to another

HÅFA ADAI PLEDGE SIGNING: Pilar Laguana, Guam Visitors Bureau
Marketing Manager, administers The Håfa Adai Pledge to Red Rice Restaurant
owners Carmen and Frank Tenorio at their restaurant in Las Vegas, Nevada.
Red Rice specializes in authentic Chamorro food and prides itself on serving
the flavors of Guam to Las Vegas, making all their foods from scratch each
day. From left, Pilar Laguaña, Carmen Tenorio, Frank Tenorio and Chris
Tenorio, son of Carmen and Frank.

PIKA’S CAFE TEAM MEMBERS: Through each other’s support, each member has the ability
to help customers as well as take that extra mile in ensuring great customer service and
promoting the Hafa Adai Spirit.

For Pika's Cafe, the Hafa Adai Spirit resonates from one team member to
another through each other’s coaching and partnership. Pika’s Café’s Hafa
Adai Pledges come to life through its team’s conscious effort to inspire and
encourage one another in making it an everyday practice to live and breathe
the Guam culture.

HÅFA ADAI PLEDGE SIGNING HELD AT TRIPLE SHOT COFFEE HOUSE IN
ACANTA MALL TUMON, OCTOBER 6, 2016. (left to right): Josh Tyquiengco,
public information officer, Guam Visitors Bureau; Angelica Malone with Nell
and Ezra, owner, Mothering Naturally; Yeon Sook Park, owner, Moving Colors;
Chito Tangonan, finance and administration manager, Nanbo Guam, Ltd.; and
Allen Blend, co-owner, Triple Shot Coffee House.

KAO UN TUNGO’? (Did you know?)
First baptized adult Chamorro: Kepuha (Quipuha)

Kepuha (also spelled Quipuha) was a chief from
Hagåtña, whose role in welcoming Spanish
missionaries to Guam makes him a controversial
figure in the island’s history. Kepuha was the
first Chamorro to be baptized after he gave
Padre Diego Luis de San Vitores the authority
and land to start a Catholic mission in Hagåtña.
San
Vitores’
mission
led
to
the
Spanish-Chamorro
Wars
and
eventually
solidified the prominence of the Catholic
Church in the Mariana Islands. Kepuha was
appointed protector of the Hagåtña mission,
and the Spanish gave him the title of Don Juan
Quipuha. The Hagåtña church, built of stone
and lime, was named Dulce Nombre de Maria
and was formally opened on February 2, 1669. A
school was built at the same time and was Kepuha is remembered for his role
in welcoming Father Diego Luis de
called Royal College of San Juan de Letran.

San Vitores and aiding in the initial
efforts of the Catholic Church to

A statue of Kepuha currently stands at the establish a mission on Guam.
center of the island, near Paseo in Hagåtña. It
was built during a wave of U.S. federal funds for Photo by: Nathalie Pereda/Guampedia
Typhoon
Pamela
rehabilitation
efforts.
Governor Ricardo J. Bordallo erected the eleven-foot statue in July 1976. In
2008, members of the Chamorro Art Association made a sinahi (a
moon-shaped pendant made commonly of clam shell and worn as a traditional
necklace) and placed it around Kepuha’s neck to honor the leader. The large,
white shell necklace stands out prominently against the gray statue as a
reminder of Kepuha’s ancestral lineage.
For more, Click to know! Guampedia:
http://www.guampedia.com/chiefs-kepuhaquipuha-3/

CHAGI CHAMORRO

Hinasso

Attention to detail is what Pika Café’s staff members practice daily in order
to achieve the ultimate outcome of bringing Guam’s warmth and happiness
to each guest. Each member is able to provide guests with an above
satisfactory meal and service through their careful attention and
thoroughness. Service – there were incidences where guests are only able to
eat certain types of food. To accommodate them, they customize orders or
bring back a previous menu item no longer offered but is the perfect dish for
their guest. Other ways in providing their guests with excellent service is by
offering transportation back to their hotel, some insight on places to visit on
Guam, or providing a form of entertainment to both parents and children as
they wait to be seated or for their meal. Meal – ensuring the details of their
inventive dishes by using local produce and ingredients. Pika’s Café has done
several collaborations with local artists to give the café the cultural
ambiance. They also provide local artists a place to display artworks that
leave guests captivated by Guam’s different forms of art.

GUAMPEDIA: Flora Baza Quan
Queen of Chamorro Music

Flora Baza Quan is a renowned Chamorro singer
and songwriter from Guam, who has been
performing and recording for more than thirty
years. Known affectionately as the “Queen of
Chamorro Music,” Baza Quan is a pioneer of
contemporary Chamorro music, lending her
signature sound and vocal talents to
perpetuating Chamorro culture. Some of her
recognized favorites include “Hagu,” “Puti Tai
Nobiu” and “Hinasso.”
Baza Quan began singing and performing at an
early age. She didn’t have formal music or
vocational training except for what she was
taught by the Franciscan Sisters and Mercy
Sisters at St. Jude Elementary (now Bishop
Baumgartner School) and the Academy of Our Flora Baza Quan is known as the
Lady of Guam high school. Her first public Queen of Chamorro Music.
singing debut was at a 4-H Club islandwide
talent show. After this, she joined a group Photo by Ideal Advertising
named the “Judettes” and went on to win
another islandwide talent show with the group’s rendition of Aretha Franklin’s,
“I Say a Little Prayer.” Baza Quan was encouraged by the members of the
Guam Beauty Association to join the Miss Guam International Contest, which
she won. She became the first Chamorro Guamanian to win an international
beauty contest as Miss Asia Quest in 1971.
In 1973, Baza Quan teamed up with another pioneer of contemporary
Chamorro music, Johnny Sablan. In 1984, she accepted a three-year
appointment to the Guam Council on the Arts and Humanities Agency (CAHA)
Board of Directors. The last decade has seen Baza Quan continually engaged
in community service. She returned to the CAHA Board of Directors from
2004 to 2008. She served as Executive Director of the University of Guam
Endowment Foundation. While at the Endowment Fund, Baza Quan also
helped organize the first ever conference that focused specifically on issues of
Chamorro language, culture and perspectives. Commenting on her role, not as
an activist, but as one of the early Chamorro recording artists, Baza Quan said:

“Some people call us ‘activists’ but we’re not… We recorded
our songs and the culture is not dead. It’s not dying. It’s very
alive. And this conference is a reaffirmation that there’s
nothing dead about our culture.”

Reflection

For more, Click to know! Guampedia:
http://www.guampedia.com/flora-baza-quan/

Get featured in the next newsletter!

Please submit Living the Håfa Adai Pledge features and photos to hafaadai@visitguam.com
The Håfa Adai Pledge seeks to continually promote Guam's unique culture by sharing the Håfa Adai Spirit
and making Guam a great place to live, work, and visit!

Take the Håfa Adai Pledge today! For more information, call
646-5278 or email HåfaAdai@visitguam.org.
Like Guam Visitors Bureau on Facebook
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